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A biologically-based neural network simulation is used to analyze the contributions to color perception 
of each of several processing steps in the visual system from the retina to cortical area V4. We consider 
the effects on color constancy and color induction of adaptation, spectral opponency, non-linearities 
including saturation and rectification, and spectrally-specific long-range inhibition. This last stage is 
a novel mechanism based on cells which have been described in V4. The model has been tested with 
simulations of several well known psychophysical color constancy and color induction experiments. 
We conclude from these simulations the following: (1) a simple push-pull spectrally specific contrast 
mechanism, using large surrounds analogous to those found in V4, is very effective in producing general 
color constancy and color induction behavior; (2) given some spatio-temporal averaging, receptor 
adaptation can also produce a degree of color constancy; (3) spectraily opponent processes have spatial 
frequency dependent responses to color and brightness contrast which affect the contribution of the 
V4 mechanism to color constancy in images with nonuniform backgrounds; and (4) the effect of 
the V4 mechanism depends on the difference between center and surround while the effect of adaptation 
depends on the total sum of inputs from both center and surround and therefore the two stages 
cooperate to increase the range of stimulus conditions under which color constancy can be achieved. 
Color constancy Color induction V4 Adaptation 
INTRODUCTION 
Human color perception is not a simple function of the 
wavelengths of light reflected from a small area on a 
single surface. Instead, color depends on the spatial 
distribution of the wavelengths of light present in the 
entire image. The two most common phenomena which 
demonstrate his dependence are color constancy and 
color induction. Color constancy is the tendency of the 
colors of surfaces to remain more constant than would 
be suggested by the physical composition of the reflected 
light under changing illuminance conditions. It is 
thought that color constancy contributes toobject recog- 
nition by allowing more reliable judgments about the 
object's surface properties regardless of the ambient 
light. A related phenomenon, color induction, is the 
change in the color of a surface due to its juxtaposition 
with other colored surfaces. Color induction enhances 
the color contrast in a scene and probably aids in object 
detection and surface segmentation. 
Color constancy has been the subject of investigation 
for many years and a large variety of approaches 
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have been attempted. Some were based on learning 
and judgment (e.g. Heimholtz, 1866; review by 
Jameson & Hurvich, 1989). Others have attempted to 
explicitly separate the reflectance from the illuminant 
by either computational theory (e.g. Buchsbaum, 
1980; Maloney & Wandell, 1986; Rubin & Richards, 
1982; D'Zmura & Lennie, 1986; Gershon & Jepson, 
1989; Brainard & Wandell, 1991; D'Zmura & 
Iverson, 1993a, b) or linear filter theory (Faugeras, 
1979). Additional well known theories include 
Land's Retinex (Land & McCann, 1971), various 
adaptation mechanisms (e.g. Hering, 1878; Helson, 
1938; Judd, 1940; Brill & WesL 1986; Brainard & 
Wandell, 1992), and spectrally-specific contrast based 
algorithms (Lucassen & Walraven, 1993). Most of these 
approaches attempted toidentify one particular mechan- 
ism for achieving color constancy, or emphasized the 
importance of the contribution of one mechanism over 
another. 
This emphasis has resulted in a retina vs cortex debate. 
Many researchers point to the need for two types of 
processing, one slow and one fast, one multiplicative and 
one subtractive ( .g. Hayhoe, Benimoff & Hood, 1987) 
to explain color constancy and color induction data. 
However, the different computational properties of these 
biological processes with regard to their effects on color 
constancy and color induction were not extensively 
studied, nor has much been said about the interactions 
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of these retinal and cortical processes. This paper at- 
tempts to examine these issues and to determine what 
advantage this multistage system has for producing color 
constancy. 
Receptor adaptation and retinal spectrally opponent 
processes have been studied in depth, psychophysically, 
physiologically, and computationally, for their contri- 
butions to color processing and color coding. Interest in 
the cortical color mechanisms, particularly V4, has 
developed relatively recently and the results are more 
controversial. The first physiological evidence for the 
importance ofthe cortex in color constancy was reported 
by Zeki (1983) who recorded from individual cells in V4 
whose responses, unlike those in V1, appeared to follow 
human color perception rather than wavelength. Several 
V4 lesion studies have had mixed results concerning the 
apparent effect of such lesions on color perception 
(Walsh, Kulikowski, Butler, & Carden, 1992; Heywood, 
Gadotti, & Cowey, 1992). Schein and Desimone (1990) 
reported that there are regions quite distant (up to 
16 deg) from the classically-defined receptive fields of V4 
cells which can influence a cell's response if the center of 
its classical receptive field is also stimulated. They called 
these regions silent surrounds. The existence of long- 
range lateral connections in V4 (Yoshioka, Levitt & 
Lund, 1992) and the dramatic reduction in ipsilateral 
surround suppression after section of the corpus callo- 
sum (Desimone, Moran, Schein & Mishkin, 1993) 
suggest hat these large surrounds may be mediated by 
a mechanism within V4. The silent surrounds in V4 are 
sensitive to nearly the same wavelengths a the center of 
the receptive field, creating a spectrally-specific response 
which is functionally akin to "cone-specific ontrast" 
(see Lucassen & Walraven, 1993). "Cone-specific con- 
trast" appears, from psychophysical experiments, to be 
a necessary component of human color constancy 
(Tiplitz Blackwell & Buchsbaum, 1988b; Lucassen & 
Walraven, 1993; McCann, McKee, & Taylor, 1976). 
However, because of modifications to the cone inputs 
preceding cortical stages it is difficult to quantify the 
response of the V4 cells directly in terms of "'cone- 
specific contrast". 
Two psychophysical experiments, one using a split 
corpus callosum patient (Land, Hubel, Livingstone, 
Perry & Burns, 1983) and the other using binocularly 
fused stimuli (Shevell, Holliday & Whittle, 1992), 
demonstrate a significant influence from cortical process- 
ing in constancy and induction phenomena. In addition. 
regions significantly separated from the test area have 
been demonstrated by psychophysical experiments obe 
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FIGURE 1. (a) Overview of entire model. Note the multiple, hierarchical stages of the network. Shaded regions show the 
connection fields of a single unit at each stage; lighter regions are excitatory connections, darker regions are inhibitory. The 
off-center spectrally opponent connection field, which is not shown, is the inverse of the on-center opponent connections. Units 
without silent surrounds in the spectrally-specific contrast stage receive only excitatory connections from on-center opponent 
units. (b) Proposed V4 push pull mechanism. Detail of the cortical stages of the simulation. Open circles represent on-center 
cells, solid circles are off-center cells, and striped circles are interneurons. Synapses are shown in white for excitatory, black 
for inhibitory. The silent surrounds have an exponential synaptic weighting function as is shown at the bottom of the figure. 
(c) Spatial structure of the receptive fields of the spectrally opponent and spectrally-specific stages. The figure shows only units 
with R centers, as an example. 
very influential in determining perceived color structures. In addition, the speed with which a signifi- 
(Tiplitz Blackwell & Buchsbaum, 1988a; Valberg & cant portion of this effect occurs, rules out the 
Lange-Malecki, 1990; Wesner & Shevell, 1992). combination of receptor adaptation and eye move- 
The spatial dimensions of these phenomena are ments as the sole mechanism for long-range color 
too large to be easily explained by known retinal induction. 
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In order to explore the effects of both retinal and 
cortical processing on color constancy and color induc- 
tion, we simulated a multi-stage neural network which 
includes three processes: receptor adaptation, spectral 
opponency, and spectrally-specific long-range inhibition. 
Each stage includes a saturating and rectifying nonlinear 
response function. Neural networks have been used 
before for implementing a variety of color constancy 
algorithms: lightness algorithms similar to Retinex 
(Hurlbert & Poggio, 1988; Moore, Allman & Goodman, 
1991), a color categorization method using double op- 
ponent cells (Dufort & Lumsden, 1991), and an algor- 
ithm which uses contrast across boundaries to fill-in 
enclosed regions (Grossberg, 1987). In these simulations, 
as in other color constancy studies, the emphasis has 
been on describing a specific mechanism for achieving 
color constancy. In the current network simulation, 
which includes a new mechanism for cortical level 
processing, the specific effects of each processing stage 
and the interactions between processes were controlled 
and observed. We will show that a system which includes 
both retinal and cortical processes can produce the 
general behavior of both color constancy and color 
induction. In addition, we will demonstrate that while 
the differences between the spatial and chromatic prop- 
erties of these processes ometimes leads to complex 
interactions between stages, all of these processes co- 
operate so that together they can produce greater con- 
trast sensitivity and color constancy in a larger range of 
stimulus conditions than can any of the stages alone. 
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 
An overview of the model is shown in Fig. l(a). 
The cortical mechanism is shown in greater detail 
in Fig. l(b). The network was simulated using NEXUS, 
an interactive neural simulator designed for large scale 
models (Sajda & Finkel, 1992). The complete network 
consists of over 11,000 cells and approx. 1.65 million 
connections. Below we will describe how each stage 
was implemented in the simulation. Table 1 
summarizes the most significant parameters in the 
model. 
(i) Input 
The first stage corresponds to the cone responses. The 
input image is a 27 × 27 array, in which each entry 
defines the color at that location. The array is converted 
to three 27 x 27 arrays of cone activation levels: R, G, B. 
Therefore, an input image unit has a corresponding set 
of three units (analogous to one cone of each type) in the 
first layer of the network. Each entry in the input image 
is specified either by a Munsell reflectance spectrum and 
an illuminant spectrum, or in CIE notation (x,y, Y). 
When the reflectance and illuminant spectra were 
specified, the image was converted, at each point, to the 
three normalized cone activation levels by using the 
Vo~Walraven (Vos & Walraven, 1971 ; Vos, 1978) cone 
action spectra [r (2), g (2), b (2)], in steps of 10 nm: 
700 
R= ~ k~r(2)~(2)I(2)A)~ 
2 = 400  
7OO 
G=y~ 
2 = 400 
7O0 
k2g (2)~(2 )I (2)A2 
B= ~ k3b(2)~()~)l(2)A2 (1) 
,;, = 400  
where ,~(2 ) is the reflectance spectrum, a fixed property 
of the surface, and 1(2) is the illuminant, which may 
change with the particular viewing condition and, there- 
fore, may change the (perceived) color of the surface. 
(Because inputs are computed from the reflectance and 
no other surface properties are considered, we will refer 
only to the reflectance spectra, not to a real or simulated 
surface.) The coefficients k~.2.3 are constants which nor- 
malize the sensitivity spectra so that all cone types in the 
simulated array have the same peak sensitivity. There- 
fore, the three types of first layer units ("cones") have 
responses of the same order of magnitude and we 
designed the matching procedure to depend upon the 
relative responses of the three simulated, color pathways 
[Section (vi)]. For those cases in which the image was 
specified in CIE notation, the image was converted to 
cone activation levels by applying the transformations 
for Vos-Walraven action spectra (Vos, 1978; Wyszecki 
& Stiles, 1982, p. 615) and then normalizing using the 
same coefficients kl.2, 3. 
TABLE 1. Each of the most significant parameters in the simulation is presented along with the criteria used to determine that parameter's 
value (in parentheses are the specific values used and the range of possible values) 
Parameter Description Factors in choice of parameter value 
Gi 
/3, 
0 
C I , C 2 
Connection strength between cells 
Threshold of cell i 
Slope of linear portion of cell's response function 
Width of adaptation weighting function 
Fraction of total long term adaptation achieved 
Coefficients for push pull mechanism 
Chosen to create receptive field shapes found physiologically, different 
for each cell type 
Chosen so that most inputs fail in middle of response range, different 
for each cell type, cone threshold changes with adaptation state 
Chosen in combination with a i to give the appropriate dynamic range 
for each processing stage, different for each cell type 
Small value for fixation or very short presentation time experiments, 
large value for experiments with free eye movements (0 = 3.0, relatively 
small compared to cortical silent surrounds, large compared to center 
of spectrally opponent receptive fields 0 < 0 < diameter of image) 
Dependent upon length of viewing time (~ = 0.2; 0 ~< c~ ~< 1) 
Chosen together with c~ to give a total average constancy shift of 20% 
in accordance with psychophysical data (c E = c 2 = 0.25; 0 4 c~ ~ 1; 
0~<c2~< l) 
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(ii) Cell responses and nonlinearities 
In the simulation of  the network model, the total input 
to cell, Oi, is determined by a weighted sum of the 
activities of  all cells connected to cell i: 
Qi = ~ °9oAj (2) 
j - I  
where Aj is the activity of  cell j, ~o,~ is the connection 
strength from cell j to cell i. The cells of  the network 
corresponding to the cone layer have a Naka-Rushton  
response function (Naka & Rushton, 1966): 
Q~ 
A, - - -  (3) Q~ +a~' 
where x is a constant from 0.7 to 1.0. In the simulation 
results shown here x -- 0.9. The general behavior of  the 
system was not very sensitive to the value of  this 
parameter, a~ is the threshold of  cell i. The input, Q~, for 
a cone is the cone activation level R, G, or B calculated 
from the input image as described above in equation (1). 
In all other stages, cell activity is determined by a 
sigmoidal response function of  the input: 
( ' ) A~ = (max - min) 1 + exp[ - (Q~-  ~ri)B~ 1 + min (4) 
where A~ is the activity of  cell i, max and min are the 
maximum and minimum possible activity levels for cell 
i, ~ri s the threshold of  the cell, and ~ is proportional to 
the slope of the linear portion of  the curve (see Fig. 2). 
(iii) Adaptation 
We assume an initial long-term adaptation to a uni- 
form neutral background [see Walraven, Enroth-Cugell, 
Hood,  MacLeod, and Schnapf (1990) for a review of 
psychophysical nd physiological studies on adaptation]. 
The amount of  threshold shift A~, is determined by the 
difference between the cone activation level for the 
neutral background stimulus and the cone activation 
level for the new stimulus. Because adaptation is depen- 
m a x  
I f "  slope = 13 
/ 
° J i  - -  ~ 1T l in  
sum of input activities 
FIGURE 2. Nonlinear esponse function of each cell. The parameters 
are set for each stage so that most stimuli produce responses in the 
linear range of this function. The slope of the linear portion of 
the curve is proportional to ~. Each cell's input is the weighted sum 
of the activities of all the cells connected to it. a is the "threshold" 
which is defined for mathematical clarity to be at the center of the 
linear portion of the response. Saturation and rectification occur when 
the cell's output nears its maximum and minimum outputs respectively. 
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FIGURE 3. Response curves for cones in the simulation under a range 
of values for the adaptation threshold. (a) Shows the sigmoidal limits 
of the adaptation range. The luminance l vel of the adapting stimulus 
was increased linearly, but the threshold values reach an asymptote at
both ends of the range. (b) Same as (a) in log linear coordinates. 
dent on the temporally weighted average of its input, the 
adaptation shift for a cone is dependent not only on the 
point in the image directly corresponding to that cone 
position, but also on the surrounding area to which the 
cone may be exposed during eye movements, or from 
optical blur. We approximated this temporal effect by a 
two-dimensional Gaussian spatial weighting function, 
because for the psychophysical experiments we were 
interested in studying, there was generally either a 
fixation point, or a central test patch around which one 
could assume eye movements were centered. In the 
simulation, the amount of  the shift follows a sigmoidal 
function of  the difference between the neutral and the 
current stimuli and is proportional to the length of  
viewing time. These constraints are incorporated into the 
simulation by calculating the threshold shift for the 
receptor adaptation by using the equation: 
{( , ~,ew--a.eut=e 2M l+exp[-(Qi-Q°eut)~,] 
M= (Qi-Q.eut)  2~ exp 20 2 
i=0  
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where a is the threshold; fl is the proportional to the 
slope of the linear portion of the function; Q,. is the cone 
activation level (i.e. R, G, or B) due to current image 
pixel i; Qneut is the cone activation level due to standard 
neutral at image pixel i; n is the number of pixels in the 
image; x, y is the horizontal and vertical distances from 
pixel i to the center of the cone's receptive field when 
fixated on the center of the image; 0 is the width of a 
Gaussian weighting function which varies with the de- 
gree of fixation required for the experiment; ~ is the 
fraction achieved within the stimulus presentation time 
of the total difference in long-term adaptation states 
between the neutral state and the state for the new 
stimulus. 
is proportional to the time of exposure. As 
increases, the size of the threshold shift increases, follow- 
ing a sigmoidal curve ranging from -M to + M where 
M is the difference between the weighted average acti- 
vation level for the current image and the activation level 
for a uniform neutral background (see Fig. 3). In the 
current study, ~ was held fixed at 0.3 and 0 was held fixed 
at 3.0. However, we wished to include this flexibility in 
the model because ye movements do affect the adap- 
tation state. With longer exposure time, the cell will be 
able to better adapt (larger ~) to its new stimulus. Under 
certain experimental conditions, longer exposure time 
may also allow for more eye movements. The spatial 
extent of the weighting function broadens with more eye 
movements. In the extreme case of very long exposure 
time and completely random eye movements over the 
entire field of view, the weighting function would be flat 
and the cone would adapt to the field average. This 
dependence of the parameters 0 and ~ on eye movements 
and viewing time, allows the effects of the adaptation 
stage of the simulation to vary with the experimental 
conditions being considered. This is important because 
the extent of eye movements in psychophysical exper- 
iments has been shown to affect color perception 
(Cornellissen & Brenner, 1991). 
(iv) Spectral opponency 
For the purpose of studying the effect of spectral 
opponency, we include only a single stage for this 
process, instead of the hierarchy of opponent cell types 
observed physiologically between the retina and V4. We 
wished to study the effects of spectral opponency as a 
mathematical operation rather than attempt o simulate 
the specific anatomical implementation. Opponency can 
occur at many levels of the visual system from cone gap 
junctions to the cortex (see review by Lennie & 
D'Zmura, 1988). We avoid the term "color opponency", 
because it has often been used in reference to psycho- 
physical phenomena which may not necessarily be the 
result of spectrally opponent cells in a specific visual 
stage. 
Opponent processing is achieved in the simulation by 
subtracting responses of spectrally opponent cone types 
and is generally based on the properties of LGN parvo- 
cellular type I receptive fields. In the simulation, each 
"cell" receives excitatory input from a single cone in the 
center of its receptive field and inhibitory input from 
several cone types surrounding the center using a differ- 
ence of Gaussians ynaptic weighting function (Lennie & 
D'Zmura, 1988). The surrounds receive input from all 
cones in their receptive fields, however the synaptic 
weights are different for each cone type. The surround 
input is most heavily weighted toward the cone type(s) 
opponent o the center cone type. For example, op- 
ponent cells whose centers receive xcitatory input from 
R cones receive inhibitory surround input from both R 
and G cones, but the amplitude of the synaptic weighting 
function for the G cones is twice that for the R cones. 
The opposite ratio was used for the G center cells. The 
R and G centered cells, thus, do not differ from each 
other just by a negative sign, but have linearly indepen- 
dent cone input combinations. B center cells receive 
inhibitory input which is equally weighted between the 
R and G cones. Altogether there are three linearly 
independent combinations. Off-center cells were created 
by using the same weighting functions, but with opposite 
sign, and their thresholds were lower than those of the 
on-center cells, giving them a higher spontaneous ac- 
tivity level. Therefore, the off-center cells responses were 
greatest when the magnitude of the stimulus in the center 
of the receptive field was less than that in the surround. 
The off-center cells of course do not add additional 
independent combinations to the three resulting from the 
on-center cells. In addition, primate retinal and LGN 
cells do not have perfectly balanced centers and sur- 
rounds (Derrington & Lennie, 1984). Rather, the center 
strength (volume of two-dimensional Gaussian sensi- 
tivity profile) is roughly twice that of the surround, 
allowing these cells to have a significant response to 
homogeneous fields as well as to edges. Likewise, the 
spectrally opponent stage in the simulation has a 2:1 
center/surround sensitivity ratio. 
(t,) Higher cortical processing 
The next stage in the network is designed to respond 
according to the primary chromatic properties of the 
analogous cells in V4 (Schein & Desimone, 1990). These 
cells have large, suppressive surrounds each of which has 
a wavelength sensitivity similar to that of the center of 
the receptive field [see Fig. 1 (b, c)]. These large surrounds 
had little or no effect on the cell's activity unless the 
center was also stimulated, and were therefore termed 
"silent surrounds". In the simulation, the "classical 
receptive field" (Schein & Desimone, 1990) receives 
excitatory input from a single class of spectrally op- 
ponent cells. These same type cells provide inhibitory 
input to the "silent surround" outside the classical 
receptive field. The "silent" behavior of the surrounds 
could be explained either by shunting inhibition (a 
multiplicative suppression of the excitatory input to a 
cell) or by rectified inhibition (the absence of effective 
inhibition in the resting state because of a very low 
spontaneous activity level). We chose to use rectified 
inhibition in the simulation because it is often found in 
cortical neurophysiological measurements while shunt- 
ing inhibition appears to be rare in the cortex (Berman, 
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Douglas, Martin & Whitteridge, 1991). This is achieved 
by setting the thresholds of the silent surround cells so 
that the resting levels are very low. The effect of this 
rectification, together with the 2:1 center:surround 
weighting of the spectrally opponent cells, is to make the 
V4 cells in the simulation primarily dependent on the 
spectral sensitivity of the centers of the opponent cells 
which provide input to the cell. In this sense, the 
responses of the V4 cells in the simulation are measuring 
the difference in activity between the contributions of 
cones of the same type in the center and the surround. 
Therefore, we refer to the response of the V4 cells in the 
simulation as measuring spectrally-specific contrast. 
Desimone, Schein and their colleagues (Moran, 
Desimone, Schein, & Mishkin, 1983; Desimone & 
Schein, 1987) reported that the effect of stimulation in 
the silent surround decreases with increasing distance 
from the classical receptive field. Psychophysical results 
also show a decrease in the effect of inducing regions 
with increasing distance (e.g. Tiplitz Blackwell & 
Buchsbaum, 1988a; Valberg & Lange-Malecki, 1990; 
Wesner & Shevell, 1992; Zaidi, Yoshimi, Flanigan & 
Canova, 1992). To incorporate these observations into 
the simulation, the inputs to the surround are weighted 
according to distance from the center by a negative 
exponential function [see Fig. l(b)]. 
The strengths of the centers and silent surrounds of V4 
cells appear to be well balanced; stimulation of the 
surround can completely inhibit the response to stimu- 
lation of the center (Schein & Desimone, 1990). Because 
the silent surround cells in V4 respond only when there 
is a difference, either in wavelength or luminance, be- 
tween the center and the distant surround, these cells are 
particularly well suited for carrying information about 
contrast. However, for those images that have little 
spectrally-specific contrast, or an unknown or non-gray 
average chromaticity (e.g. blue sky, green forest), the d.c. 
(or local average chromaticity) information is also im- 
portant. It is significant, herefore, that approx. 10% of 
the cells found in V4 did not have silent surrounds. The 
cells without silent surrounds have the same classical 
receptive field response as those cells with silent sur- 
rounds. These cells have the capacity to carry the 
(spatial) d.c. portion of the signal, i.e. to respond to 
homogeneous fields as well as edges and small spots. 
These center-only cells have been included in the net- 
work and we refer to them as "local reference cells" 
because they provide the normalizing reference infor- 
mation for the contrast cell responses. 
The responses of analogous V4 stage "cells" in the 
simulation were created irectly using the outputs of the 
spectrally opponent stage. A positive contrast cell re- 
ceives its input, excitatory from the center and inhibitory 
from the surround, from on-center spectrally opponent 
cells. Therefore, the positive contrast cells respond to 
images for which the input to its classical receptive field 
is greater than the input to its silent surround. We have 
also included negative contrast cells which receive input 
from off-center cells, and therefore respond when the 
center input is less than the surround input. While, to 
our knowledge, there has been no systematic study of 
off-center cells in V4, given the symmetry of on- and 
off-populations of cells in earlier stages and the common 
observation that color constancy and color induction are 
seen in negative as well as in positive contrast stimuli, it 
seems reasonable to propose a negative contrast cell 
analogous to the positive contrast silent surround cells. 
Alternatively, the functions of both the negative and 
positive contrast cells in the simulation could be 
achieved by the V4 cells, also described by Schein and 
Desimone (1990), which had silent surrounds with both 
spectrally-specific inhibition and spectrally opponent 
excitation. 
In order to combine the physiological information 
from the local reference and contrast cells into a simple 
set of outputs which could be compared to human color 
perception, we combined the outputs of these V4-1ike 
cells into a simple push-pull mechanism. [This stage is 
shown in Fig. l(b).] We used one reference cell for every 
pair of positive and negative contrast cells. The output 
of this final network stage is determined by the response 
of the local reference cells, enhanced by the positive 
contrast cells, or inhibited by the negative contrast cells. 
This is given by the equation: 
O=B +c lP -c2N (6) 
where O is the output, B is the local reference response, 
P is the positive contrast response, N is the negative 
contrast response, and Cl and c2 are constants. The 
constants Cl and c2 were chosen, together with e to give 
an average constancy shift of 20% of the distance 
between the color of the reflectance under the standard 
illuminant and the color of the reflectance under the test 
illuminant. This is consistent with psychophysical data 
(Tiplitz Blackwell & Buchsbaum, 1988b). 
(vi) Matching procedure 
After the image was processed by these three model 
stages, we needed to assess the input-output relationship 
in a manner similar to the psychophysical experiments. 
We, therefore, used a process analogous to the psycho- 
physical matching paradigm (see Fig. 4). The final 
Munsell Colors on 
standard 
background, 
standard muminant 
Test 
Image 
(1) store 
I (2) ~ Network store ~ t 
compare 
output 
I Match to 
(3) The Center of 
I Network ] ' Test 
I (fig. 1 a) 
F IGURE 4. Block diagram of the matching procedure. Paths (1) and 
(2) are the storage procedure and take place simultaneously. Repeating 
this process results in the storage in memory of a lookup table of 
input/output pairs for 2625 evenly spaced colors under standard 
background and illuminant conditions. Once this is complete, the 
output of the network for a test image is compared to the outputs for 
the standard images and the closest match is determined (path 3). 
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output is a single set of three cells whose receptive fields 
are centered on the middle of the input image. (Because 
the sizes of the receptive fields increase with each sub- 
sequent stage in the network model, the dimensions of 
the network layers decrease progressively in order to 
reduce edge effects.) I f  the outputs for two different 
images are equal, then the centers of the two images are 
said to "match". 
In order to do this matching efficiently, for each set of 
simulation parameters, outputs were determined for 
2625 colors [from Table I(6.6.1) of Wyszecki and Stiles 
(1982) which lists CIE coordinates for Munsell colors] 
using a standard background and illuminant. Unless 
otherwise indicated, reported matches were made using 
calculated input images corresponding to a single small 
square (3 × 3 input units) of a Munsell reflectance 
against a uniform gray (Munsell N6.0) background 
under CIE standard illuminant C. These standard out- 
puts are then stored with their corresponding input 
values in a look-up table. Then, when the test image is 
shown to the network, its output is compared to the 
stored outputs for the standard images. The standard 
input color which corresponds to the stored output 
closest to the test image output is reported as the 
"match". 
SIMULATION RESULTS 
(i) General constancy and induction abilities 
We tested the network with various stimuli to deter- 
mine how well it would follow human perception in the 
primary aspects of color constancy and color induction. 
The first simulated experiment ested brightness con- 
stancy and brightness induction. The center of the image 
was a single small patch (3 x 3 units) of the gray Munsell 
reflectance N6.75. The background of the first test image 
was Munsell reflectance N6.0. Constancy was tested 
using several different luminances of a spectrally flat 
illuminant. Matches were made using a N6.0 back- 
ground and CIE standard illuminant C which gives a 
luminance of approx. 43 cd/m 2 for the N6.75 reflectance. 
Therefore, for the N6.75 center reflectance under other 
illuminants, perfect luminance constancy would be 
achieved if the matches also had a luminance of 
43 cd/m 2. 
The results are shown in Fig. 5. Because the chromatic 
changes under these conditions were small, only the 
luminance results are shown. The input luminances are 
shown by the black columns. The gray columns rep- 
resent matches to the center of the first test image under 
the different levels of illuminant. For the N6.0 surround 
condition (the same surround used for the match con- 
dition), the match luminances were equal to the physical 
luminance (43 cd/m 2) of N6.75 under the standard illu- 
minant for all the different est illuminants, demonstrat- 
ing brightness constancy. For the second test image a 
lighter background, N7.5, was used. The matches for 
this image are shown by white columns. Again, all 
illuminant conditions produce matches of the same 
luminance, demonstrating brightness constancy. How- 
ever, the presence of the lighter surround shifts the 
luminance matches to a smaller value, the correct shift 
direction for brightness induction. 
For color constancy, 10 different colored reflectance 
patches were used with three different illuminants. The 
reflectances were chosen, one of each Munsell hue, as a 
representative sample of Munsell chips of moderate 
luminances. One illuminant peaked at 440 nm, one at 
560 nm and one at 660 nm. Again CIE standard illumi- 
nant C was used for the match condition. For both the 
match and test images, the background was Munsell 
reflectance N6.0. For most of the reflectance-illuminant 
pairs (25 out of 30), some degree of color constancy was 
obtained by the network. Figure 6 shows results for two 
of the l0 reflectance patches under the three colored 
30 
"_~ 20- 
80% 90% 100% 135% 
luminance of test illuminant as a percentage 
of the luminance of the match illuminant 
• input [ ]  N6.0 surround [ ]  N7.5 surround 
FIGURE 5. Demonstration f the network's ability to do both brightness constancy and brightness induction. The luminances 
of the illuminants used are given as a percentage of the luminance used for the matching condition. When the surround 
reflectance is the same as in the match condition (N6.0) the luminances ofthe matches are all equal to the physical luminance 
of the test patch under the standard illuminant, demonstrating brightness constancy. When the surround reflectance is a higher 
luminance, all of the matches shift to a lower luminance, demonstrating brightness induction. 
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FIGURE 6. Two examples ofthe network's color constancy ability. The left two graphs how input values (cone activation 
levels: R, G, B) for two reflectances under four different illuminants (peaking at 440, 560, and 660 nm, and illuminant C). The 
right wo graphs how the matches tothose inputs. If the network showed perfect color constancy, allthe matches for a single 
reflectance would be at a single point. If the network showed no color constancy, the matches would be identical to the inputs. 
(Note that in some graphs, plotted points uperimpose.) 
illuminants and illuminant C. A match is considered as 
"achieving some degree of color constancy" if the differ- 
ence (in color space) between the color of the match and 
the "true color" is less than the difference between the 
"true color" and the "physical color". Both "true color" 
and "physical color" are defined by their computed 
coordinates in the RGB space described earlier. "True 
color" is the computed coordinates of the reflectance 
under standard illuminant conditions, and "physical 
color" is computed coordinates of the reflectance under 
the test illuminant. A "shift toward constancy" is a shift 
of the match toward the true color and away from the 
physical color. In the color constancy tests, the matches 
made by the network are somewhat color constant, but 
do not completely compensate for the illuminant change. 
The size of the constancy shift is different for each 
reflectance-illuminant pair and the amount of compen- 
sation can be varied by changing ~, cj, and c2. However, 
we were not able to achieve perfect color constancy for 
all stimuli with any of the parameter combinations that 
we tried. This is not unexpected since human color 
"constancy" is also imperfect (see review in Beck, 1972; 
Tiplitz Blackwell & Buchsbaum, 1988b). 
In a second test of color constancy, we simulated the 
McCann Mondrian experiment (McCann, McKee & 
Taylor, 1976). The experimental set-up is shown in 
Fig. 7(a). Two identical Mondrians were simulated, one 
under a standard neutral illuminant (CIE illuminant C) 
and the other under a combination of illuminants chosen 
so that the center colored patch [purple-blue in the 
example shown in Fig. 7(b)] under that illuminant would 
have the same R, G, B as a gray (N7.5) patch under the 
standard illuminant. Matches were made using the 
Mondrian as the background rather than the neutral 
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FIGURE 7. (a) McCann Mondrian set-up for the psychophysical 
experiment (McCann et al., 1976) and for the present simulation. The 
two Mondrians are identical except for the reflectance of the center 
patch. The first one is under a neutral illuminant (illuminant 1). The 
second is under a combination of three illuminants whose luminances 
have been adjusted so that the R, G, B values (cone activation levels) 
of the center patch in that Mondrian are equal to the R, G, B values 
for a gray reflectance under the neutral i luminant (illuminant 2). The 
central patch in the first Mondrian (under the neutral illuminant) is 
then chosen to "match" the (perceived) color of the center patch in the 
Mondrian under illuminant 2. (b) The model's results for the simulated 
Mondrian constancy experiment. The network demonstrates a shift 
toward constancy in both color and brightness by moving away from 
the "physical color" (input under illuminant 2) and towards the "true 
color" (input under white reference illuminant 1). 
uniform field used in the other simulations [see Fig. 7(a)]. 
The color chosen for the center patch of  the Mondrian 
under the standard illuminant o match the center of  the 
Mondrian under the second illuminant, again, showed a 
tendency toward constancy, but not perfect compen- 
sation. For perfect constancy, the match would have to 
be identical to the color of  the test patch under neutral 
illumination. For no color constancy, the match would 
have been equal to the color of  the gray patch under 
neutral illumination. 
Next, to test the spatial properties of  color induction, 
we used small (3 × 3 units) reflectance patches sur- 
rounded by an annulus the width of which varied from 
0 to 4 input units. The center patches and the surround- 
ing annulus were separated by a neutral gap of 0 to 4 
units in width. The diameter of  the V4 surrounds in the 
simulation was 11 x 11 input units. Beyond the annulus, 
the background was the same neutral as the gap. The 
stimulus is shown in Fig. 8(a). As the width of  the gap 
was increased, the amount of  induction decreased [see 
Fig. 8(b)]. When the gap was 4 units wide, the annulus 
was outside the receptive field of  the V4 cells and there 
was almost no induction. The induction effect did not 
disappear in the presence of a small gap as it would with 
a contrast mechanism which was highly localized. In 
addition, if the gap width is fixed and the width of the 
annulus is increased, the amount of induction increases 
[see Fig. 8(c)]. These results agree with those presented 
for the analogous psychophysical experiment by Tiplitz 
Blackwell and Buchsbaum (1988a). 
The observation that induction is still noticeable when 
a neutral gap separates center and annulus, suggests that 
this same, large, spatially distributed spectrally-specific 
contrast mechanism could also account for the color 
context effects in psychophysical experiments by Wesner 
and Shevell (1992) in which they demonstrated that local 
contrast alone could not entirely account for color 
appearance. Wesner and Shevell used monochromatic 
lights to test color context effects, using the color 
cancellation method for a unique yellow center. The 
results for a simulation of  these experimental conditions 
are shown in Fig. 9. The stimulus is shown in the figure 
inset. The stimulus used for the simulation consists of a 
central test spot (3 × 3 input units), an adjacent sur- 
rounding annulus (1 unit wide), and a distant surround- 
ing annulus (3 units wide) immediately outside the 
adjacent annulus. The simulation was done using 
matches instead of cancellation, but the general results 
are the same. The results show that both areas adjacent 
to the test spot and distant areas affect the predicted 
color match. Green in either the adjacent or distant 
surround shifts the appearance of the yellow center 
toward red. Red in the distant surround shifts the 
appearance of the center toward green. Increased lumi- 
nance of the test spot relative to the surround luminance 
decreases the induction effect. 
(i 0 The roles of  V4 and adaptation 
To understand what each stage contributes to color 
constancy and color induction, we repeated several of 
these simulated experiments with various stages in the 
network eliminated or modified. By eliminating the 
adaptation stage, we found that many of the general 
properties of color constancy could be achieved by the 
cortical spectrally-specific push-pull mechanism alone. 
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FIGURE 8. (a) Simulation image used to measure the spatial properties of color induction. Width of the gap and of the 
surround can be varied. The center patch is 3 x 3 input units, the same size as the centers of the V4 receptive fields. (b) Results 
for one example of color induction. The center reflectance is blue-green. A blue surround increases the G/B ratio for the matches 
(circles), while a green surround ecreases the ratio (diamonds). As the gap between center and surround is increased, the 
induction effect decreases. At 4 units separation, the surround of the stimulus i outside of the silent surrounds of the V4 cells. 
(c) With no gap, the width of the surround is varied. As the width of the surround increases, the amount of induction increases. 
Likewise, for most reflectance-i l luminant pairs, adap- 
tation alone also results in some degree of constancy. An 
example is shown in Fig. 10. However, each of these 
stages works best in different situations. 
The size and direction of the color shift depends on 
stimulus conditions. An i l luminant which causes a larger 
shift in the color signal (reflectance times i l luminant) for 
the center test patch than for the surrounding back- 
ground, such as a red test spot on a neutral background 
under red i l luminant, causes an adaptat ion shift in the 
direction of constancy. However, the V4 stage for 
this stimulus increases the i l luminant's influence rather 
than decreasing it because the R cone contrast is posi- 
tive. On the other hand, an i l luminant which causes a 
larger shift in the background than in the test spot, such 
as a blue i l luminant on a yellow test spot with a neutral 
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F IGURE 9. Results for the simulation of a color context stimulus, shown at the top right. The test spot is yellow, the adjacent 
surround is green (540 nm), and the distant surround is either green, red, or white. The figure shows the change in the (R/G) 
ratio from the neutral surround condition to the match for the yellow spot with the various colored surrounds. The results 
show that both areas adjacent to the test spot and distant areas affect the predicted color match. Green in either the adjacent 
or the distant surround increases the R/G ratio of the match, while red decreases the ratio. Increased luminance of the test 
spot relative to the surround luminance decreases the induction effect• 
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FIGURE 10. Color constancy simulation results plotted as in Fig. 5. The left graph shows the matches obtained when the 
V4, spectrally-specific contrast stage is eliminated and, therefore, only adaptation contributes to color constancy. The right 
graph shows the matches when adaptation is eliminated and, therefore, only the cortical spectrally-specific contrast mechanism 
contributes. 
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background, results in a large shift toward constancy at 
the V4 stage. In fact, the V4 stage overcompensates, 
causing color induction. The adaptation stage contri- 
bution depends on the degree of localization. Highly 
localized adaptation (perfect fixation) in this case results 
in almost no constancy shift, while less localized adap- 
tation does cause a shift toward constancy. 
The main reason for the difference in the color con- 
stancy contributions of  these two stages can be seen in 
the spatial sensitivity profiles of  each mechanism (see 
Fig. 11). The adaptation stage sums its input across both 
the test spot and the background; it is not spatially 
opponent. Whether most of  the contribution is from the 
test spot or the background epends on how localized 
the adaptation is. The cortical contrast cells, on the other 
hand, receive antagonistic inputs from center and sur- 
round. Therefore, the effect of  the V4 mechanism will 
depend on the difference between center and surround 
while the effect of adaptation will depend on the sum of 
inputs from both center and surround. 
In situations where both stages, separately, would be 
effective in producing color constancy, their effects are 
sometimes antagonistic. Localized adaptation can de- 
crease the contrast of  the inputs to the center and 
surround of the V4 cells, making the V4 stage less 
effective. In some such cases, the size of the constancy 
shift with both stages is actually less than for either 
stage alone. However, the multi-stage system is more 
( ( 
response of R cone layer 
A 
adaptation sensitivity profile 
response of B cone layer 
A 
adaptation sensitivity profile 
positive contrast sensitivity profile negative contrast sensitivity profile 
FIGURE 11. Two stimulus conditions, each of which favors a different mechanism in the network for achieving color 
constancy. (a) A red spot will reflect a red illuminant more strongly than will a gray background of equal ightness. Therefore, 
the adaptation mechanism, which is most sensitive to the test spot will respond well to the red illuminant and provide good 
color constancy. The spectrally specific ontrast mechanism, on the other hand, has a positive contrast response, and therefore, 
enhances rather than diminishes the effect of the illuminant. (b) The opposite stimulus condition. The blue illuminant is reflected 
best by the background. This leads to little response from the adaptation mechanism but a good response from the negative 
contrast cells in the final layer of the network. 
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consistent than either stage alone, because for the cases 
in which one of the stages alone would fail to produce 
constancy, the other stage can generally compensate. We 
tested the network with 10 colored test spots on a neutral 
background under 3 illuminants, as described earlier. 
Without the V4 stage, the system shifts the match toward 
constancy for 20 of 30 stimuli. Without the adaptation 
stage (but with V4) the system succeeds for 22 out of 30. 
With all stages included, the system achieves some 
degree of constancy for 25 out of 30 stimuli. For four out 
of the five stimuli for which the complete system does not 
achieve constancy, neither adaptation alone nor the V4 
mechanism alone could produce constancy. The com- 
plete system is capable of producing color constancy in 
a broader range of stimulus conditions than can be 
handled by either stage alone. The complete system, 
therefore, also has a slightly better average color con- 
stancy performance. 
We wanted to have some quantitative measure with 
which to compare the amount of constancy achieved by 
each of the stages in the model. Although 
(R 2 + G 2 + B 2)1/2 (where R, G, and B are the normalized 
cone activation levels) cannot be considered a true 
measure of"color  distance" because R, G, and B are not 
orthogonal and also because the "distances" do not 
correspond to perceptual distances, it is a good intuitive 
measurement and incorporates both color and bright- 
ness. CIELUV color differences, AE*, is a less intuitive 
measure, but one which does correspond to perceptual 
distances (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982, p. 166). AE* was also 
computed for each input-match pair and these numbers 
gave similar results. Figure 12 shows histograms of the 
(R 2 + G 2 _~ O2)1/2 "distances" from the actual matches 
under various colored illuminants to the ideal constancy 
match. The combination of both adaptation and V4 
results in both a slightly smaller mean distance and a 
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F IGURE 12. Histograms of the distances of each of the matches from 
perfect constancy. Distances are plotted separately for input, and for 
the network matches with adaptation only, V4 stages only, and all 
stages active. The plots show that while adaptation alone and V4 alone 
are each effective in reducing the largest color differences, all of the 
stages working together are able to achieve a lower average distance, 
and therefore "better" color constancy, than either stage alone. 
smaller range of distances than either stage alone. 
(iiO Spectrally opponent vs spectrally-specific stages 
The spectral sensitivities and center-surround organiz- 
ation of receptive fields in the opponent stage modify the 
inputs to the spectrally specific cortical stage. The effect 
that this intermediate stage has on the final output 
depends on the spatial structure and spectral compo- 
sition of the input image (i.e. the segment sizes, spatial 
frequency content, number of edges, amount of chro- 
matic and luminance contrast at the edges). In the 
following section we examine the effects that the op- 
ponent stage has on the input signal that it provides to 
the final stage of the network, and the effect that these 
modifications have on the output of the network. 
Responses to high and low spatialJkequen O, stimuli. If 
a low spatial frequency input (such that center and 
surround of the receptive field receive approximately the 
same input) to a spectrally opponent R-G cell changes 
in color, from yellow to red, without changing in lumi- 
nance, the cell will receive both an increase in excitation 
and a decrease in inhibition. Spectral opponency, there- 
fore, results in a high gain for low spatial frequency 
purely chromatic signals. On the other hand, the re- 
sponse to a low spatial frequency luminance stimulus 
will be attenuated because the increase (or decrease) in 
excitation will be offset by the increase (or decrease) in 
inhibition. At high spatial frequencies, this response 
relationship is reversed for cells which are spatially as 
well as spectrally opponent. A cell whose inhibitory 
surround falls partially on the darker side of a luminance 
edge will receive less inhibition than a cell which has 
both center and surround receiving input entirely from 
the higher luminance region (see Fig. 13). This cen- 
ter-surround receptive field structure, therefore, leads to 
enhancement of the cells responses to luminance dges. 
This is shown by the response of the spatially opponent 
cells in the network simulation. 
On the other hand, at an equiluminant chromatic edge, 
a spectrally and spatially opponent cell may receive more 
inhibition from a surround which receives input partly 
from the other side of the color edge, if the surround is 
more sensitive to that color. As the response of the 
spectrally and spatially opponent layer of the network 
shows, this increase in inhibition results in a blurring of 
the chromatic edge response, an attenuation of high 
chromatic spatial frequencies ( ee Fig. 13). Because the 
V4-type spectrally-specific contrast cell has a very large 
receptive field, both the high and low spatial frequency 
responses of the spectrally opponent cells, which com- 
prise the input to the V4 cell, are linearly summed. 
The effect on color induction There has recently been 
some discussion in the field regarding the effect of the 
image spatial structure on color induction. Valberg and 
Lange-Malecki (1990) presented evidence that the color 
induction shift caused by a Mondrian background was 
the same as the induction caused by a homogeneous 
background whose chromaticity and luminance were 
equal to the spatially weighted average of the Mondrian 
background. This homogeneous background was termed 
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F IGURE 13. (a) Response of the R on-center spectrally and spatially opponent network layer to a light gray square on a dark 
gray background. The response to luminance contrast shows edge enhancement, unlike the response to an equiluminant color 
edge, shown in (b). Response of the R on-center spectrally and spatially opponent network layer to a red square on an 
equiluminant yellow background. The response to color contrast shows blurring at the edges, demonstrating low pass filter 
behavior. (c) The location of a cell's receptive field relative to a color or luminance dge affects its level of response. In the 
luminance contrast stimulus a cell with its receptive field at location 2 would have a greater esponse than a cell at location 
1 because cell 2 would receive less input to the inhibitory portion of its receptive field. Similarly, a cell at location 3 would 
have a smaller esponse than a cell at location 4 because cell 3 would receive more inhibition. In other words, for luminance 
contrast resp2 > respl > resp4 > resp3, while for color contrast respl > resp2 > resp3 > resp4. 
the "equivalent surround". Two additional psychophysi- 
cal studies have since shown that perhaps the equivalent 
surround calculation must include some edge enhance- 
ment before the spatial average is computed (Brown, 
1993; Wesner & Shevell, 1993). Because the opponent 
stage of the network causes luminance dge enhance- 
ment and the silent-surround stage calculates a spatially 
weighted average, we expected the simulation to show 
similar behavior. 
We tested this hypothesis with the current simulation 
by using several input images whose surrounds had 
identical average color and luminance properties, but 
had an increasing number of high frequency edges. The 
stimuli and the results are shown in Fig. 14. The 
equivalent surround hypothesis predicts that such sur- 
rounds would have identical induction effects on the 
center test patch. The simulation outputs howed only 
very small changes with increased number of edges in the 
surround if the edges were purely chromatic. As ex- 
plained above, a chromatic edge is not enhanced by the 
spectrally opponent cells. There was also no significant 
change when the luminances and saturations of all 
regions in the surround were such that all of the 
opponent cells were operating in the linear range of their 
response functions. However, there was a change in the 
output when some of the regions in the image produced 
responses outside the linear range of the opponent cells. 
For these images, the edge enhancement caused by the 
opponent cells was not symmetric across the edges. 
Therefore, the spatially weighted surround calculated by 
the silent-surround cells was different for each of the 
different images. 
The effect on color induction of high spatial frequen- 
cies in both color and luminance has also been shown 
psychophysically in a different paradigm. Zaidi et al. 
(1992) showed an attenuation i  the magnitude of color 
induction when an equiluminant surround included high 
spatial frequencies. Shevell and Wesner (1990) found a 
larger decrease in the magnitude of color induction when 
a thin white ring, equiluminant with the surround color, 
was placed in the surround, than when a black ring was 
placed in the surround. Zaidi et al. (1992) argue that this 
could also be explained by an attenuation of color 
induction by high spatial frequency chromatic signals in 
the inducing surround. However, neither Zaidi et al. 
(1992) nor Wesner and Shevell (1990) found this 
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FIGURE 14. Four stimuli are shown, the surrounds of which all have identical spatial averages. The network responses for 
these stimuli, however, are not always identical. The sum of the squares of the outputs is shown for each of the four stimulus 
types with various c~lors assigned to the sectors in the surrounds. The outputs for blue~ellow surrounds [shown by squares, 
inputs (R, G, B)= (24.2, 17.9, 9.8) and (24.2, 17.9, 79.8)] and for red-green surrounds [shown by diamonds, inputs = (44.2, 
32.9, 19.8) and (24.2, 22.9, 19.8)] showed only very small changes when the spatial structure of the surround was changed. 
However, when the surround was gray and black [shown by circles, input = (51.3, 41.85, 29.7) and (0, 0, 0)] there was a 
significant difference in output for different surround spatial structures. 
attenuation when the high spatial frequencies in the 
inducing surround were due to luminance changes. 
This behavior is also shown by the current network. 
Although the V4 stage linearly sums, its inputs from 
spectraUy opponent cells, those inputs depend non- 
linearly on the spatial frequency properties of  color and 
luminance variations in the image. High spatial frequen- 
cies in color cause an attenuation of  the color signal at 
the spectrally opponent layer, while high spatial frequen- 
cies in luminance are enhanced. Therefore, if the color 
regions within the inducing surround are equiluminant, 
the presence of high spatial frequencies will attenuate 
the input to the spectrally specific contrast stage and 
subsequently will reduce the amount of  induction 
relative to that induced by a homogeneous surround. 
To test this, we used an input image similar to that used 
by Wesner and Shevell (1990), a yellow test spot with 
either a red surround or a green surround. The red 
surround was either spatially homogeneous, or con- 
tained a thin ring around the test spot which was either 
black or a white which was equiluminant with the 
surround. 
The results are shown in Fig. 15. The presence of the 
thin white ring in the surround significantly diminishes 
the color induction effect on the yellow center. However, 
the thin black ring, causes much less decrease in the color 
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32.9, 19.8) and (24.2, 22.9, 19.8)] showed only very small changes when the spatial structure of the surround was changed. 
However, when the surround was gray and black [shown by circles, input = (51.3, 41.85, 29.7) and (0, 0, 0)] there was a 
significant difference in output for different surround spatial structures. 
attenuation when the high spatial frequencies in the 
inducing surround were due to luminance changes. 
This behavior is also shown by the current network. 
Although the V4 stage linearly sums, its inputs from 
spectraUy opponent cells, those inputs depend non- 
linearly on the spatial frequency properties of  color and 
luminance variations in the image. High spatial frequen- 
cies in color cause an attenuation of  the color signal at 
the spectrally opponent layer, while high spatial frequen- 
cies in luminance are enhanced. Therefore, if the color 
regions within the inducing surround are equiluminant, 
the presence of high spatial frequencies will attenuate 
the input to the spectrally specific contrast stage and 
subsequently will reduce the amount of  induction 
relative to that induced by a homogeneous surround. 
To test this, we used an input image similar to that used 
by Wesner and Shevell (1990), a yellow test spot with 
either a red surround or a green surround. The red 
surround was either spatially homogeneous, or con- 
tained a thin ring around the test spot which was either 
black or a white which was equiluminant with the 
surround. 
The results are shown in Fig. 15. The presence of the 
thin white ring in the surround significantly diminishes 
the color induction effect on the yellow center. However, 
the thin black ring, causes much less decrease in the color 
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for color constancy which estimate the surface reflec- 
tance by mathematically separating the illuminant from 
the reflectance. This is generally done by describing the 
reflectance and illuminant each as a sum of three basis 
functions (see review by Lennie & D'Zmura, 1988). The 
resulting set of equations is underdetermined. In order to 
solve this set of equations, these models require either 
restrictions on the reflectances, uch as a gray average 
chromaticity, some a priori knowledge of the illuminant, 
or assumptions about the mathematical structure of 
reflectances and illuminants (Buchsbaum, 1978, 1980; 
Brill, 1978; Maloney & Wandell, 1986; D 'Zmura & 
Lennie, 1986; Gershon & Jepson, 1989; Rubin & 
Richards, 1982; Dannemiller, 1989; Troost & de Weert, 
1991a; Brainard & Wandell, 1991). A comprehensive 
mathematical nalysis of the problem, generalizing the 
earlier approaches and using multiple surfaces 
and/or illuminants, is given by D'Zmura and Iverson 
(1993a, b). 
There are additional restrictions which allow solutions 
to the reflectance-illuminant separation problem. 
One solution is to require the number of photoreceptors 
to be greater than the dimension of the reflectance 
space: (Maloney & Wandell, 1986). This solution 
enables simple reflectance-illuminant separation algor- 
ithms. However, this implies that either one must 
severely limit the reflectances that the algorithm can use 
or that more than three photoreceptor types be involved. 
Another attempt was made by Faugeras (1979) who 
developed a filter to separate the reflectance and illumi- 
nant by taking the logarithm of the reflec- 
tance-illuminant product, thus turning the product into 
a sum which may be separated by a linear filter. How- 
ever, the algorithm encounters difficulties when both the 
illuminant and the reflectance vary so that their spatial 
Fourier spectra overlap. The current approach does not 
try to explicitly calculate the reflectance or illuminant 
spectrum, and so does not require any of these assump- 
tions or restrictions. 
Several "lightness" algorithms which have been pre- 
viously proposed for color constancy, including the 
Retinex (Land & McCann, 1971), have been shown to be 
mathematically equivalent o a local spatial derivative 
plus a normalization term (Hurlbert, 1986). Similarly, 
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some have argued that the Retinex is essentially the same 
as Von Kries adaptation in that each is a renormaliza- 
tion of color channel activities relative to some white 
reference (see review by Jameson & Hurvich, 1989). In 
this sense, the adaptation stage and the spectrally- 
specific contrast stage in the simulation are also similar, 
as are the multiplicative adaptation and the subtractive 
adaptation mechanisms for color constancy described by 
previous researchers (Hayhoe et al., 1987; Hayhoe & 
Wenderoth, 1991). However, there are several important 
differences in the operations described here which allow 
them to cover different stimulus conditions and, there- 
fore, to cooperate in their contributions to color con- 
stancy. 
First, the cone adaptation stage has a permanent white 
reference which is set by the midpoint of the range of 
possible threshold values. The adaptation stage also has 
a long-term adaptation reference which is usually close 
to neutral because it is established through exposure to 
many different stimuli over a long period of time. Faster, 
more localized adaptation effects are deviations from 
this long term reference. The reference for the spectrally- 
specific contrast stage is the activity of the "local refer- 
ence" cells. The spectrally-specific contrast reference is 
not fixed, but instead changes with each new image. This 
reference is not usually neutral. The spectrally-specific 
contrast mechanism described here is also different from 
most "lightness" algorithms in that the normalizing 
reference is measured locally, rather than globally. In 
addition, the spatial profiles of the two constancy mech- 
anisms are different. The effect of localized adaptation 
depends more heavily on the central test spot, while the 
effect of the large surrounds in the spectrally-specific 
contrast operation are more affected by the background 
stimulus. 
The effect of the spectrally-specific contrast operation 
can be increased by the spectral and spatial opponency 
of the preceding stage which enhances color and bright- 
ness contrast for low spatial frequencies. The simulation 
results regarding the effects of image spatial structure on 
color induction are in agreement with the psychophysical 
results of Wesner and Shevell (1990). The simulation 
results confirm the assertion of Zaidi et al. (1992) 
that the psychophysical results could be explained by 
a mechanism which selectively attenuates high frequency 
chromatic stimuli before color induction takes place. 
The spectrally opponent cells reduce the effectiveness 
of high frequency chromatic inputs in the surround 
prior to spatial integration and induction by the 
spectrally-specific mechanism. This agreement of the 
model with the psychophysical data lends support to 
the idea that at least part of the color induction 
mechanism must lie beyond the stage which gives a 
low-pass response for color stimuli and a band-pass 
response for luminance stimuli. In other words, there are 
color induction mechanisms beyond the retina. If there 
are additional post-retinal contrast enhancing processes, 
these will also alter the equivalent surround of a complex 
image if these processes take place before the spatial 
integration in V4. 
Another difference between the retinal and cortical 
stages which has not yet been incorporated into the 
current model is the existence of more than three distinct 
color channels in the cortex. This paper addresses the 
processing of color information in terms of color con- 
stancy and color induction, but does not address the 
more complex problems of image representation. Spec- 
tral sensitivities of cortical cells have been shown to have 
peaks at many different wavelengths (Zeki, 1980; Lennie, 
Krauskopf & Sclar, 1990; Schein & Desimone, 1990) 
indicating a more distributed representation of color 
information in the cortex. There are also questions 
remaining about how the processed color information is
then integrated with information about image segmenta- 
tion and object perception. The output of the simulation, 
which represents color information at a single point in 
the image is, most likely, highly simplistic. 
Our goal was to examine the effects and interactions 
of color processing mechanisms rather than specific 
cellular mechanisms. We cannot rule out other possible 
implementations of the processing stages used in this 
network because many anatomical substrates can ac- 
complish very similar processing tasks. We intentionally 
abstracted some of the anatomical details so that the 
emphasis would be on the information processing mech- 
anisms themselves. The model is robust enough that the 
primary results do not depend on any particular par- 
ameter value or anatomical implementation. Eventually, 
we would like to make the simulation and our predic- 
tions for psychophysical nd physiological experiments 
more quantitative. This will require more anatomical 
detail and more indepth parameter optimization. There 
are many parameters in the simulation which are not 
directly determinable from current physiological data. 
As a first step, however, we wished to address more 
general questions regarding color information process- 
ing in the visual system, independent of the specific 
anatomical implementation. 
The implementation of the adaptation stage in the 
simulation was particularly difficult because it is a 
dynamic process in an otherwise static model. In order 
to calculate what the adaptation state should be, as- 
sumptions had to be made regarding the previous timuli 
presented to each cone during the adaptation period. 
This depends on the conditions of the experiment being 
simulated. The results will be different for different types 
of viewing conditions (e.g. haploscopic, simultaneous 
match and test stimuli, or memory matches). We as- 
sumed in these simulations that prior to each stimulus 
presentation, there was long-term adaptation to a mod- 
erate luminance neutral uniform field. We calculated the 
adaptation shift (away from the neutral adaptation 
state) each time a new stimulus was presented, whether 
that stimulus was the test stimulus or the match. A 
gaussian weighting function was used because each 
image had a central region of interest and was either 
symmetrical about that central region, or had a 
Mondrian background which had a random distribution 
of color patches. As has been discussed in numerous 
psychophysical studies, the experimental conditions can 
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greatly affect the adaptation state of the visual system. 
The same is true with our simulation. 
One possible extension of this model involves solving 
the problem of image scale invariance which, in the case 
of human color perception, means that the color of an 
object does not change significantly with size, provided 
that the regions surrounding that object are scaled in the 
same proportion. In other words, this is the common 
observation that objects don't change color as we walk 
toward them. One possible solution is dynamic receptive 
fields which adapt to match the spatial scale of the 
stimulus. Pettet and Gilbert (1992) have recently found 
physiological evidence for stimulus-dependent dynamic 
receptive fields in cortical area V1. In addition, Moran 
and Desimone (1985) reported cells in V4 and inferior 
temporal cortex whose responses depended on the state 
of attention of the animal. While evidence for very rapid 
stimulus dependent receptive field changes is still pre- 
liminary, if such mechanisms do exist then these dynamic 
properties could be incorporated into the V4 mechanism 
described here to allow for image scale invariance. 
There are also additions that could be made in order 
to include other aspects of color perception. For 
example, it is known from psychophysics that there are 
contributions to brightness induction from binocular 
depth information (Schirillo & Shevell, 1993) and sur- 
face segmentation (White, 1979). There are also task 
dependent surface/illuminant segregation influences 
(Arend & Reeves, 1986; Troost & de Weert, 1991b; 
Craven & Foster, 1992). There are many interacting 
processes involved in color perception and no single 
mechanism can be credited with achieving "color con- 
stancy". In addition to color constancy and color induc- 
tion, the stages of the network described here are rather 
basic processes and each stage is likely to serve many 
other roles in the visual system as well. The present study 
provides a different perspective in the debate as to 
whether retinal or cortical mechanisms have a greater 
contribution to color constancy and color induction. 
Although others have suggested the need for both retinal 
and cortical visual color processing, this paper empha- 
sized the distinct roles of each stage and the interactions 
between the stages. The two levels of processing have 
important but different effects on color constancy and 
color induction, not necessarily greater or smaller effects. 
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